Return to Roots
Gathering
Indian Acres Tree Farm
July 30 – Aug 3, 2015
Welcome to the 5th annual Return to Roots Gathering!
We are honored and humbled to create this event year after year.
The support we receive from our community and our amazing production
team makes it possible to continuously evolve this event, while remaining true
to our mission of curating a safe container or transformation of consciousness
through education, activation, self expression, and community.
We invite you to be present, be open, and feel
comfort and safety in vulnerabiliy – for that is
where we are most open to transformation and
realization. We are all blessed with the ability to
create the life we desire – allow Return to Roots
to be a living, breathing representation of what
you have the power to create.
Dance, laugh, sing, cry, grow, heal, love, and
be loved.
In abundant gratitude, love, and joy we
welcome you to Return to Roots.
— Meagan, Meggi and The Roots Crew
Special thanks to The Olsons, our hosts at Indian
Acres Tree Farm

Megan & Meggi at R2R 2014
Photo by Cadencia Photography
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Things to keep in mind
Arrival

Welcome to Indian Acres Tree Farm! Thank you for participating. All participants must sign a waiver and
receive a wristband upon arrival. The wrist band should not be taken off at any time during the event.

Parking & Re-Entry

When you arrive you’ll be directed to the parking lot. There is no car camping at this year’s gathering. We
encourage you to stay for the entirety of the gathering, however, you may exit and re-enter upon showing
the gate staff your wristband. Gate hours are on the inside cover of this program guide.

First Aid

If you require medical attention at any time, our first aid station is located next to the front gate. There
will be medical aid provided by Festival Nurses 24 hours a day. In the case of emergency please find the
nearest staff member.

Ice & Water

Ice is available for purchase at the General Store. Ice will be sold from 8am – 8pm. Potable water is
available at the location marked on the map and in several 5 gallon orange coolers throughout the venue.
Should you need water and are unable to locate it please find the nearest staff member for assistance.

Fires & Fireworks

Campfires are not allowed. Please do not bring any fireworks, explosives, or firearms of any kind to Return
to Roots Gathering. If you are found in possession of these items you will be asked to leave without a ticket
refund.

Camp Stoves & Grills

Camp stoves and grills are allowed in your camping areas but please be responsible and safe should you
choose to use one. Make sure your stove or grill is in an area clear of dry grass and brush and away from
fabric (tents, ez-ups, etc.). NEVER leave a stove or grill unattended while it is burning. If you are using a
camp stove, please ensure you have a fire extinguisher obviously placed where everyone can access it
should the need arise.

Respect - For yourself and for others

Drugs and illegal substances are not allowed on the premises; this event abides by all state and federal
laws. You will not be served nor allowed alcohol if you are under 21.

Tobacco

It is your right to smoke tobacco, however, we ask that you do not smoke in community areas, including but
not limited to workshop areas and the marketplace. All cigarettes must be clipped and placed into a proper
receptacle. If you are a smoker, we highly recommend carrying a small tin with you just for this purpose.

Food

Food is not included in your ticket price. Food vendors are available on site 24 hours during the gathering.
There are vegan, vegetarian, and carnivorous options available.

Photography

We appreciate that photographers want to capture the roots community in action. We have some
photographers specifically present as press but also understand that others may want to document the
gathering. Please be mindful and respectful of all participants. If you wish to photograph a portrait of
someone please respectfully get their permission. If it’s a candid photo, please show them the image after it
is taken and delete the image if the subject desires.
All participants must sign the waiver, which includes
a photo release. If you are uncomfortable with having your photo taken please notify a member of the staff.
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Volunteering

Return to Roots is a participatory event that is able to run so smoothly because of volunteers. Volunteering
at Return to Roots is a gift to the community appreciated by all. If you would like to lend a hand in making
the magic happen please head over to the Participation Station located near the stage. Thank you for giving
your energy and time to help create the gathering we have all come to know and love.

Porta Potties

We all like clean potties. We expect our participants (and staff) to be responsible for their own waste
disposal including napkins, tissues, feminine products, wipes, etc. If it doesn’t come from your body, it
doesn’t go in the potty!

Leave No Trace

We strive to leave no physical trace of our activities at the venue. If you see a piece of trash on the ground,
please pick it up! While we have some trash cans on site we encourage everyone to pack it in and pack
it out – please be mindful and take the trash you make during the gathering with you as you leave. Please
help us to leave our environment cleaner than how we found it by showing respect to our environment.

Showers

For your convenience our primitive showers will be open daily. Please keep your shower SHORT and use
ONLY sulfate free soap, like Dr. Bronners.

Fire Spinning

Return to Roots Gathering appreciates fire art and appreciates all those who wish to share it with others. All
spinners, whether experienced or not, must attend a fire safety class before doing so. These classes will be
held Thursday, Friday, and Saturday (if needed) at 7p at The Playing Mantis. Anyone who expects to spin in
the Conclave Saturday night MUST attend the meeting Saturday 12p – 1:30p at The Playing Mantis.
Please spin fire at your own risk in the designated areas ONLY and abide by the following rules:
1. Maintain a performer: safety ratio of at least 2 to 1.
2. Look up before lighting up! Do not spin or breathe under wires/structures.
4. Always have someone watching over your “fuel dump” so no one kicks over any fuel and keep open
flames at a distance from your fuel dump container.
5. Spin off your tools/props away from others.
6. If any fuel is spilled or an accident takes place where you are unsure about how to safely resolve the
situation, immediately find a ranger or staff member with a radio and have them notify Terry, our Fire Safety
Coordinator (whom you’ll meet at the fire safety meetings).
7.Use common sense and have an amazing time!

Rootlandia Fairies

The Fairies are an integral part of the gathering. This troupe of lovlies is responsible for entertaining and
bringing joy to volunteers staff members, filling in when small (and sometimes large) tasks need completed
(like making sure the portable potties have toilet paper and making sure the water coolers are full). We
understand the fairies have special treats this year in the form of gifts, rose water mists, and glitter. You’ll
recognize the fairies by their wings and bubble guns and may hear them coming by the sound of their
flutes.

Rangers

Rangers are a group of trusted individuals who dedicate their effort to the safety of our community. Rangers
employ communications skills to diffuse unique situations that anyone may encounter. They are not
authority figures, police, or security. They are your brothers and sisters and are here to help. Rangers are
here for you. Anyone interested may come to Ranger Training for more information.
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Roots Spots & Special Events
General Store

Forget something? We probably have it. Come by our General Store from 8:30a – 10p every day to check.

The Grind

We all love to flow – we love picking up our hoops, dusting off our tap shoes, and stretching out on our
mats.This doesn’t mean we like to do it at 10 in the morning. Especially not after a night of dancing and
hanging out with our friends. Even though it may not seem early now, a 10am workshop without coffee can
be asking for disaster. So – last year – we introduced our cafe, The Grind. We offer a variety of espresso and
coffee drinks to charge you up and put a little pep in your step to get your body and mind open to what you
are about to learn and experience. The Grind is open from 8:30a – 10p every day.

Sanctuary

A place for you to breathe, check in with yourself, and observe your body’s deepest desires. What does
your body crave in this moment? The Sanctuary at R2R is place for you to reconnect with yourself more
deeply, understand what your body needs, and consult the team of pros we have available to help guide
you through this healing process. Here you can share, collaborate, and take care of each other through
our purpose and passions. Some things you will find in the sanctuary are massage, reiki, tarot readings,
energy work, and healing workshops! You may also, at any time, stop in to take a break from the sun or to
receive a quiet moment for yourself. We respect your process so please know that at all times the Sanctuary
is FULL of healing Roots supporting you gently through your process and is a safe, quiet place for you to
surrender and let go. The sanctuary will be open Friday and Saturday from 9:00 am – 8:00 pm and Sunday
10:00 am – 6:00 pm or massages.

Kid’s Area

We hope you will bring your curious and creative little one(s) on by to play and get involved in many
different activities! Wanna get to know the Kids Area coordinators, Sarah and Ashley, first? Stop on by
Thursday night at the bonfire around 8p for a meet and greet marshmallow roast. Chew and chat with us
during Teddy Bear Picnics everyday from 11:30a – 12p. Please bring your own lunch and teddy bear (or
other fun toy or cuddly buddy)! We will also be open everyday from 1:30 – 2, 3:30 – 4, and 5:30 – 6 for
other various activities such as mask making and instrument creation. On Friday night at 7p we will have a
Parade around Rootlandia to show off our masks, and watch for the Dance Party and Art Tour Saturday and
Sunday, 8-9p! For the Parade, Dance Party, and Art Tour check-in at the Kids Area first.
We do hope that you will swing on by and join in on all the fun! It is important to note, though, that all
children must be chaperoned at all times by a parent or guardian while the Kids Area is open and while
engaging in activities at the Kids Area. Children are not to be left unattended while at the Kid’s Area. When
Kid’s Area is closed you are welcome to monkey around on the playground! We do strongly recommend
that you chaperone your child while on the playground. When the Kids Area is closed, we cannot be held
responsible for any child left unattended.
Lastly, if you should get separated from your child please grab any staff member for help and check the First
Aid area. If a child is found wandering without their parent or guardian, and seemingly lost, we will bring
them to First Aid to keep them safe and sound while we work to reconnect you.

Workshop Spaces

The decorations in each of the workshop spaces are based on the Indian chakras, or energy centers, of the
body. Each space is designated by the color, symbol, and statement of it’s assigned chakra. Take a moment
to reflect on these statements while using the space. We hope they will empower, awaken, and inspire you!
I AM, I FEEL, I DO, I LOVE, I SPEAK, I SEE, I KNOW!

We Present: The Roots Stage

We Present will be embodying the core ethos of Return To Roots with the manifestation of the gathering’s
main stage. We encourage you not to be an observer of The Roots Stage, but to be an active participant in
the stage’s intention of elevating consciousness through dance, free expression, and communal love and
support.
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The stage deco was inspired by a drawing made by our very own Matej Branc (the same drawing you see
on the cover of this program guide). The powerful and beautiful symbols of the lotus, double helixes and
braches/roots remind us of who we are and where we are going! We loved the image so much we printed
it on posters and t-shirts available for you to purchase and take home!

Opening Circle

Thursday 7p, Stage
Join us as we open the circle, set the tone for the gathering and set out on this journey together

Performance Flowcase

Friday, 8p, Roots Stage
Produced by Noel Yee. The R2R Flowcase highlights the talents of members of the R2R community in a
safe and supportive environment. This show gives seasoned performers a chance to strut their stuff and
newcomers to make their mark on the stage. Definetely a show not to be missed.

Fire Safety Meetings

Thursday, Friday, and Saturday (if needed) 7p, The Playing Mantis
Mandatory for anyone who wants to spin fire.
Saturday, 12p – 1:30p, The Playing Mantis
If you intend to spin fire during Conclave this is a MANDATORY meeting. Please be sure to attend the entire
meeting as you will not be able to spin fire in conclave without doing so. Upon arrival, please sign in with
Terry, our Fire Coordinator.

Roots Conclave

Saturday, Dark Thirty (Before Effigy Burn), Effigy site
Perform in front of the Effigy before it burns! All fire performers and props welcome - be a part of this
magical experience. Mandatory Conclave fire safety meeting Saturday at 12p at The Playing Mantis.

Effigy Burn by HM Pyro

Saturday, Dark Thirty
The effigy is built for weeks leading up to the gathering with the final details being completed over the
course of the event and is a celebration of community. We put our energy into building it, we gather around
it, perform around it, burn it, and dance around it as it burns.

Sunday Morning Dance Church

Sunday 10a-11:30a, Stage
The dance floor is a sacred space for a moving meditation where you let the rhythm move you, awaken
your spirit, and recharge.

Closing Circle

Monday 11:30a, Stage
Bid farewell to our temporary community but carry the energy home with you.

Hoop Dance Painting!
Presented by Soolah Hoops
Located behind the Svadhisthana Tent all week long, work on a collective art piece with hoops, canvas and
paint. Expand your hoop dance art fully as we come together to paint a portrait of our dance movement.
Bring a hoop you do not mind getting paint on and be aware this will be some messy colorful fun!

Renegade Workshops

Interested in offering a workshop during the event? Visit the Participation Station for details and to sign up.
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Theme Camps
Beemore

Camp Beemore is a Baltimore-based Burner menagerie of visionary mischief-makers, uninhibited bootyshakers, virtuoso world-creators, avant-garde awe-curators, fathomless dream-dreamers, unrelenting planschemers, earth-shattering music magicians, extraordinary experience technicians, rowdy blissful chaos
agents, and trickster status quo reagents. Home is wherever we build our Hive, and we give our all to
keep our vision alive. Our hands may be dirty but our spirits are free and we’re shaping the kind of world
where we want to bee. A Bee is industrious, but never a martyr; we work feckin’ hard but throw down even
harder. We keep it buzzing non-stop (a Bee’s work’s never done) but the sweetness we all share is damn
worth it, hon.

National Wilfdire Coordinating Group (NWCG)

The National Wildfire Coordinating Group (NWCG) provides national leadership to develop, maintain, and
communicate interagency standards, guidelines, qualifications, training, and other capabilities that enable
interoperable operations among federal and non-federal entities.
Although NWCG standards are interagency by design, the decision to adopt and utilize them is made
independently by the individual member entities and communicated through their respective directives
systems.

SPinCo

Are you a moon, planet, star, or nebulon? To infinity and beyond! Blast away with your SPinCo friends at
this space themed camp. With LED and UV lighting, our solar system will light up your UV reactive flow
toys and your body with our intergalactic DIY body paint station equipped with a full spectrum of acrylic
& UV paint.

Imaginarium at R2R 2014
Photo by Cadencia Photography
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Art Installations
1800

Ellen Whitley & Nickolas Garruto
The hexagram historically represents a unification of opposites; male and female, Yin and Yang, material
and divine. When opposite forces come together in union, a harmonious foundation is created that allows
for a new exponential growth. The hexagram spiritually symbolizes the spiral, the form energy expresses
when it whorls outwards endlessly from a seed of creation. 1800 is a haven for ruminating on the energies
opposite our own, without which dreams could not be achieved.

Splintered Rays (daughter piece to 1800)

Ellen Whitley & Nickolas Garruto
Splintered Rays is a poet’s chair, for those who recognize a desire in themselves to take a moment of
observational solitude. Ground yourself in the stable, creative, and manifesting form of the triangle and
enjoy how splintered sunlight awakens your senses.

Faerie Garden Grove

Kelley Montgomery
Walk through the Faerie Garden Grove or stay and play in this magical space. Rows of vibrant hanging
flowers create a vertical garden of flora and faerie trinkets. A matrix of UV circles overhead reminds us of
cycles of life. It’s pretty during the day, but comes to illuminated life at night. May you find some faerie
magic within this garden grove.

The Garden of Light

Scott Abott
“The Garden Of Light” is an attraction dedicated to helping the artist within all of us grow. Navigate a
digital forest using a smartphone to find your true path, attain enLIGHTenment sitting beneath the “Bodhi
Tree,” read a joke from the Chuckle Patch, or watch fellow artists perform. Watch out for disgruntled garden
gnomes, though.

The Haunted Woods

Does October feel too far away for you? Do you feel a little haunting and horror is missing from your
life? What you need my friend is a walked through The Haunted Woods. Join us right after sunset for
an interactive, haunted house style performance! You can also hang out with the ghouls in our haunted
speakeasy, snuggly geodesic dome or relax in our spiderweb hammock oasis. Want to haunt? Talk to the
ghouls first, training is required for scaring safely and effectively! Keep your eyes open! A scare could be
lurking around any tree.

The Stream of Enlightenment

Kendra Dingley
Experience the majesty of LED illuminated lotus flowers on the cross way with the stream. The flowers,
white during the day, transform every evening. Look upon these beautiful symbols of rebirth and remember
that the lotus flowers bloom most beautifully from the deepest and thickest mud.

Hoop Flowers
Pixie

WizArt Visions

Olga Klimova
WizArt Visions is an art installation project of a New York based visionary artist and painting technique
instructor Olga Klimova dedicated to bringing the observer to the meditative states of unity, wisdom and
inspiration to explore the inner realms.
Stop by The Grind to enjoy Photography by Catastrophy Studio and the visionary art of Steve Shorts.
Blacklights throughout the festival provided by The Playing Mantis.
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Workshops

Thursday, 5p – 6p
 

Slacklining
Motion Design
Slacklining is a practice in balance that typically
uses nylon or polyester webbing tensioned between two anchor points. Many people suggest
slacklining is distinct from tightrope walking in that
the line is not held rigidly taut (although it is still
under some tension); it is instead dynamic, stretching and bouncing like a long and narrow trampoline.

Friday, 10a – 11a
Acrobatic Yoga
Motion Design’s Lex Peters
**NEED LOCATION***
Acrobatic Yoga focuses on partner acrobatics that
mostly utilize the feet. Our style of Acrobatic Yoga
blends yoga, gymnastics, various styles of dance,
Acrobalance, Adagio Balance and Icarian Games.

Friday, 10a – 11:30a
Multiple Hoops
Lolli Hoops
The Playing Mantis
Learn the basics and beyond of 3, 4, 5, and MORE
hoops. This workshop will focus on control and
technique for on and off body hooping.

Decoding the Decorative Dynamics of
Double Staff
Simon Leake
Ajna Flow Space
I’ll show you how to gracefully flail your arms
about whilst grasping two sticks to make pretty
shapes. It’s fun!

Hoop Slam!
Tara Adelizzi — Bikini Hooper
Vishuddha Commons
A writing and discussion workshop. Participants are
invited to share and dig into the topic: why do we
hoop?

Defy Gravity
Mikey Vogt
Anahata Yoga Space
Everything you need to build a solid handbalancing practice, focusing on handstand. Also Yoga, fun
partner drills, pranayama, point relaxation.
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Intro to Buugeng

Lauren Raske
Svadhisthana Tent
A fun beginning to one of the prettiest props-limited size BYOBuu

Introduction to
Traditional Tahitian Dance
Amanda Carson
Tap into your primal, sensual, and exotic side with
the strong hip movements and deep core work of
Tahitian Dance.

Friday, 12p – 1p
 

Slacklining
Motion Design

Friday, 12p – 1:30p
Jazz Fans
Claire deLuxe
Ajna Flow Space
And by jazz I mean street jazz! Fan tech and sassy
body language, probably with some head snaps
and maybe even a booty drop.

Yelling, Screaming, Shouting – Negotiating
Shared Silence and Claiming Sonic Space
Michael NightTime
Vishuddha Commons
Liberating the voice and mind though embodied
noise making.

Explorations in Partner Hooping
KitCat
Svadhisthana Tent
Designed for all levels of hoopers, participants
uncover the special connections that come from
hooping with a partner!

Fancy Escalators & Wedgie Variations
Frank Olmstead
Muladhara Tent
fancy escalator and wedgie variations for all skill
levels

Friday, 2p-3p
Acrobatic Yoga
Motion Design

Friday, 2p – 3:30p
Long String Wand: Neck Tech
Isis - Jozette Gordon
Ajna Flow Space
This class is focused on a specific style of long string
wand with an anchor around the neck. This allows
a wide range of magickal movement with no risk of
the wand flying off the body. Long string techniques
borrow a lot from the movements of hoop dance.

Yoga & Oils for Balancing the Chakras
Maggie Mae
Anahata Yoga Space
Ever feel like you’re constantly plagued by physical dis-eases or like your emotions are out of control? Balancing your chakras can help! During this
class, we will learn the ins and outs of each chakra,
and discover yoga poses, chants, and essential oils
to help us find balance within and re-align our
chakras. Please bring a yoga mat!

Hoop Dance Painting
Soolah Hoops
Svadhistana Tent
Work on a collective art piece with hoops, canvas
and paint. Expand your hoop dance art fully as
we come together to paint a portrait of our dance
movement. Bring a hoop you do not mind getting
paint on and be aware this will be some messy colorful fun!

Twinning for Beginners
Cheryl Honchen
Muladhara Tent
“Twinning” because two hoops are better than
one!!

Intro to Poi Planes & Transitions
Prime Ape – Stephen Haines
Ajna Flow Space
Master the basics of poi!

Surrender to the Flow: Phish Yoga
Sara MacConnell
Anahata Yoga Space
90 minute yoga to the sounds of live phish.

Aerial Silk Fundamentals
Laura Pence
Manapura Aerial Space
This workshop focuses on inversions, foot locks,
and climbing. Students will work through two to
three sequences, building micro-move upon micromove to learn complete tricks. For all experience
levels.

2 For 1
Evan Davis
Svadhisthana Tent
Learn what you need for feeling comfortable for
exploring tech with 2 hoops in 1 hand!

Spin & Flow
Emily Bigelow
Muladhara Tent
Through vinyasa flow yoga, we will explore how
the movements and alignment found through yoga
can inform our hoop dance, encouraging the embodiment of our fullest, most expressive flow.

Friday, 5:15p – 6p
 

Slacklining
Motion Design

Friday, 4p – 5p

Friday, 6p – 7p

Acrobatic Yoga

Acrobatic Yoga

Motion Design

Motion Design

Friday, 4p – 5:30p
Intro to Mediation: Pranayama Breathwork Techniques
Lauryn Snowflake
Sahasrara Sanctuary
Pranayama is a technique used to extend the
breath. This type of exercise is easy and can be
used to help calm your mind and prepare you for
meditation. In this workshop you will learn about
meditation, and discover three types of breathing
techniques and class will conclude with a short
10 minute meditation utilizing the benefits of the
pranayama techniques.
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Saturday, 10a – 11:30a

and become a part of The Hoop Movement!
We will cover what you need to know to dip your
toe in the cool pool of choreo... then take your badass to the streets and participate in a large group
choreo piece! Then, hoopers will have the chance
to participate by showing their stuff in the Roots
Showcase! Come learn about musicality, counting,
spacing, and group dynamics - then perform it!

Chakra Balancing Flow – Vinyasa &
Meditaion

Expanding Flow: Hooping In Your Opposite
Current

Saturday, 10a – 11
Women’s Self Defense
Motion Design

Ali Calvaruso
Sahasrara Sanctuary
Balance your chakras and ignite your life force
through Vinyasa yoga and meditation.

Intro to Contact Improvisation
Nathan Dawley
Ajna Flow Space
Contact Improvisation is an open-ended exploration of the kinaesthetic possibilities of bodies moving through contact. Sometimes wild and athletic,
sometimes quiet and meditative, it is a form open
to all bodies and enquiring minds.
— Ray Chung

Fire Performance as a Professional
Matthew James
Vishuddha Commons
In this workshop we will talk about the National
Fire Protection Association Code 160, ‘Flame Effects before an Audience’.
How to conduct business as a professional, getting
insurance, pulling proper permits, and understanding the codes necessary for fire performance in
front of a public audience.

HARD-CORE MERMAID Fantasy Abs Come
True!
KaytiBunny
Anahata Yoga Space
Honor your inner-beauty, Activate new corestrengthening exercises in a high-energy, ABBLASTING class that will leave your healthy and
happy to the CORE!
Sculpt the DREAM BODY you know is already IN
YOU!

Aerial Silk Fundamentals
Laura Pence
Manapura Aerial Space
This workshop focuses on inversions, foot locks,
and climbing. Students will work through two to
three sequences, building micro-move upon micromove to learn complete tricks. For all experience
levels.

Hoop Dance Choreography
Amy Rogers
Svadhisthana Tent
Learn how to choreograph for a group of hoopers
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Katie Emmitt
Muladhara Tent
A workshop focused on mastering your reverse current - good for balancing the body and expanding
options during flow.

Saturday, 12p – 1p
Acrobatic Yoga
Motion Design

Saturday, 12p – 1:30p
Mandatory Conclave Fire Safety Meeting
The Playing Mantis

Hat Tricks
Casey Acacia
Ajna Flow Space
Learn to manipulate hats with finger spins, flips,
tosses, placements, contact rolls, and flairs. All hats
welcome. 10 hats provided.

Deliberate Practice & The Myth of Talent
Metabeard
Vishuddha Commons
A lecture discussing the big picture concepts of
building skill and expertise in any discipline.

Conscious Entreprenuerism
Meagan Ruppert
Anahata Yoga Space
Join R2RFounder to learn how to make money doing what you love, while making a positive impact
in the world.

Gogo Hooping WERKshop
Glo
Svadhisthana Tent
Fuse some attitude and sexiness into your flow,
while focusing on projecting confidence.

ARMageddon
Benjamin Berry
Muladhara Tent
This hoop workshop will cover arm rolls, exploring
different entries, points of contact, transitions out,
variations, and combos.

Motion Design

Dayna Fisher
Vishuddha Commons
The world is your playground! In this workshop we
will cover some of the basic fundamentals of parkour such as vaults, strides, precisions, rolls, and
landings.

Saturday, 2p – 3:30p

Intro to Tribal Fusion Belly Dance

Saturday, 2p – 3p
 

Slacklining

Stefan Spins
The Playing Mantis

Miss YET
Anahata Yoga Space
Learn the basics of Tribal Fusion Bellydance to add
to your performance repertoire.

Superhero Poi

Dragon Spirit Yoga

Clowning

Patrick Cahill
Ajna Flow Space
Superman, X-man, Fantastic 4 ... not only comic
book heroes, but also 2 poi in 1 hand moves!

Advanced Speeds and Recoveries: Lon
String Wand
Alz Well
Vishuddha Commons
Learn how to control a speeding wand, and how to
recover from the bumps in the air.

Hoop Hop
Kayla Smith
Svadhisthana Tent
Fuse hip-hop moves into hoop dance with HoopHop! This funky groovin’ and shakin’ workshop
will have you sweatin’!

What the Fork: 1 & 2 Hoop Tech
Twisted Orbit
Muladhara Tent
Explore the possibilities of hooping with a partner.

Gabrielle de Burke
Manapura Aerial Space
The “Tao of Yin & Yang” DSY workshops consists
of “Yin” (still) postures that concentrate on creating more elasticity in the connective tissue (ligaments/tendons) & the “Yang” (fowing) postures to
place more emphasis on in the enhanced function
of muscle tissue.

Hoop Juggling
Cassie McKenney
Svadhisthana Tent
Come learn how to let go of your hoops! All levels
welcome! We will learn the basic cascade, wall
plane juggling and get an intro to Partner Hoop
Passing!

Multiples In Motion
Sarah Sparkles & Lars Carlson
Muladhara Tent
Come play with piles of hoops, as we transition
multiple hoops from our bodies to our hands and
back again.

Saturday, 4p – p
Acrobatic Yoga
Motion Design

Saturday, 4p – 5:30p
Supersonic Savasana
Mark Dee
Sahasrara Sanctuary
A 90-minute live sound meditation that will relax
the body, calm the mind and uplift the soul.

Contact Staff Fundamental
Lucas Influx
Ajna Flow Space
Learn how to sync moves together and how most
advanced tricks are simple moves linked together
with contact staff.

Intro to Parkour
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We Present Stage

Patrick Belucci
Svadhisthana Tent
This class will explore using 1, 2, 3 and 4 mini
hoops. We will work on building single hoop
moves into multi hoop moves.

3 Hoops?!

HoopDANCE

Sunday, 10a – 11:30a
Sunday Morning Dance Church

Michelle Valenti
Ajna Flow Space
Have you always wanted to try three hoops? Michelle will introduce you to the exciting world of
triple hoop manipulation!

VTG - Vulcan Tech Gospel

Sarah Elizabeth
Muladhara Tent
Leave your preconceived notions about what
makes a “good” hooper at home, let’s dance and
connect with how our bodies were naturally meant
to move.

Noel Yee
Vishuddha Commons

Sunday, 2p – 3:30p

Plant Walk

Flowers Oh My!
Intro to Hoop & Poi Flowers

David Siller
Anahata Yoga Space
Wild edible and useful Plant walk

Intermediate Silks
Laura Pence
Manapura Aerial Space
Learn a variety of climbing techniques, single and
double foot locks tricks, spins, and basic drops.
Based on participant ability and experience levels.

Hoop Dance Painting
Soolah Hoops
Svadhisthana Tent
See previous description on page 13

12p – 1:30p
Meet Your Power Animal
Katy Elizabeth
Ajna Flow Space
Meet your power animal or spirit guides through
shamanic journey. Learn about the history and context of shamanic work.

The Art of Being a Woman
Lyn Hicks
Vishuddha Commons
Embracing your body, allure and flowing nature
through practices from ancient woman’s cultures
when they had an understanding of their feminine
essence.

Intro to Qi Gong
Carolyn LaSalle
Anahata Yoga Space
We will combine physical exercises, stretching,
breathing, and self-massage, to strengthen the immune system, accelerate the body’s healing process.

Minis Revolution
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Zach Mohan
Ajna Flow Space
Begginers to mid level poi and hoop covering multi
flower techniques.

Your Sparkling Self
Lia Simone
Vishuddha Commons
Leave your troubles at the door and join us for an
incredibly relaxing and refreshing guided meditation and sound healing journey into bliss.

Fans vs Hip Hop
Spinnabel Lee
Svadhisthana Tent
Learn the basics of popping, locking, and hip hop
footwork - and how all three can be incorporated
into fan tech.

Escalator Madness
Grace Good
Muladhara Tent
Learn all the fun of escalators! Who knew there
were so many variations? Starting with basic escalators, we will learn how to do these with speed
and control. We will learn other variations of escalators, and escalator combos with other moves like
folding, hand spins, and jump throughs. Come see
what all the madness is about!

Sunday, 4p – 5:30p
Self Defense 101
Marley Robbins
Ajna Flow Space
This workshop provides you with an effective method to identify, evade, and when necessary confront
threatening people and situations.

Alive Inside & Out - An exploration of
writing & movement

Jenny Hill
Vishuddha Commons
A combination writing class, movement class, and
playscape. It is a safe space for writers to explore
movement, and for dancers who want to explore
writing. For beginning dancers and writers its a
place to try something entirely new and exciting. It
is an opportunity for cross-disciplinary art and collaboration to bloom and grow for everyone. Please
bring a notebook and a pen with you.

The Universe Within
Elmo Luna
Anahata Yoga Space
Dive in and learn to swim, to breathe underwater
and to become water itself. Yoga, breath, sound,
imagination, bliss.

Improvisation for the Soul
Julissa Haernandez
Manapura Aerial Space
Utilizing improvization, this workshop enables
students to develop various social skills through
creative expression that translate into real-life interaction.

Jedi Mind Stix: Intermediate Double Staff
Matt Sosticky
Svadhisthana Tent
This workshop will cover some of the Intermediate
aspects of spinning Double Staff.

Hooping Alchemy for Prosperity
Georgia Jean
Muladhara Tent
Learn to use the hula hoop to overcome blockages
to money that are hard wired into the nervous system.

Workshop fun at R2R 2014
Photo by Cadencia Photography

Workshop at R2R 2014
Photo by Cadencia Photography
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Special Thanks to
the Roots Crew
Founder & Producer – Meagan Ruppert; Asst. Madeleine Belle
Producer – Meggi Connor; Asst. Danny Dunphy
Coordinating Director – Brittany Ristila
Logistics Director – Tim Lund
Main Stage Sound Director - Bill Campion; Asst. Josh VanderVeen
Marketing Director – Alisha Neva
Operational Director – Jason Cramer
Volunteer Director – Kat Berry; Asst. Lacy Smith
Art Design –Matej Blanc, Ethan Melazzo, Keven Concept
Bookkeeper – Susie Musie
Coffee Bar – Brad Rufio; Asst. Tina Inky
Commander of Public Works – Fernando Regencio
Deco Coordinator – Samantha Hyman
Fire Coordinator – Terry Fields
Gate Coordinator - Alexa le Fay; Asst. Lindsay Delmonte
General Store – Andriane Hoyt
Info Booth & Participation Station - Chris Lee; Asst. Kelly McGill
Kids Area – Sarah DeRemer, Ashley Riccaboni
Leave No Trace Coordinator –Tony Marco; Asst. Will Kapfer (nugget)
Map Design – Hedy Sirico
Medical Coordinator - Nurse Bob
Merchandise Design – Janelle Wilfong
Performance Showcase Producer – Noel Yee
Ranger Coordinator - Tim Islate
Rootlandia Fairie Coordinator – Christine Luvlight
Sanctuary – Penelope Tate; Asst. Dana Connor
Sound Technician – Erich Miller
Tech Support – Russ Thompson
Theme Camps & Art Installations – Caitlin Rae Kelemen; Asst. EllenMay Gnomadic

Special thanks to:

The Olsen Family, Collin Ruppert, Avi Werde, Dave Rambleon, Alex Scagz, The Beard, Ashley Janelle,
Caroline Palmer, Kelsey Lee, Jordan Kauwling of M3 Printing, Carl Yost, Tom Rogers, The Mancino Family,
Jim & Mary Alice Ruppert, Oren ‘Wizzard’ Davidson, Tara Adelizzi, Megan Hartling, HM Pyro and the
Effigy Team, and Festival nurses.

Best Day Ever is an early morning dance
party designed to throw you into your day as
a refreshed and rejuvenated powerhouse of
positive productivity. Find out more at www.
bestdayeverPHL.com.
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Friday Workshop Schedule
10a – 11:30a
Sahasrara
Sanctuary
Ajna Flow
Space
Vishuddha
Commons
Anahata
Yoga Space

2p-3:30p

Multiple Hoops
Lolli Hoops
(located at The Playing Mantis)
Decoding the Decorative
Dynamics of Double Staff

Long String Wand:
Neck Tech

Simon Leake

Isis – Jozette Gordon

Hoop Slam!
Tara Adelizzi – Bikini Hooper
Defy Gravity

Yoga & Oils for
Balancing the Chakras

Mikey Vogt

Maggie Mae

Intro to Buugeng

Hoop Dance Painting

Lauren Raske

Soolah Hoops

Introduction to Traditional Tahitian
Dance

Twinning for Beginners

Amanda Carson

Cheryl Honchen

12p – 1:30p

4p-5:30p

Manapura
Aerial Space
Svadhisthana
Tent
Muladhara
Tent

Intro to Mediation: Pranayama
Breathwork Techniques

Sahasrara
Sanctuary

Lauryn Snowflake

Ajna Flow
Space

Jazz Fans

Intro to Poi Planes & Transitions

Claire de Luxe

Prime Ape – Stephen Haines

Vishuddha
Commons

Yelling, Screaming, Shouting Negotiating Shared Silence and
Claiming Sonic Space
Michael NightTime

Anahata
Yoga Space

Surrender to the Flow: Phish Yoga

Manapura
Aerial Space

Aerial Silk Fundamentals

Sara MacConnell

Laura Pence

Svadhisthana
Tent

Explorations in Partner Hooping

2 For 1

KitCat

Evan Davis

Muladhara
Tent

Fancy Escalators & Wedgie Variations

Spin & Flow

Frank Olmstead

Emily Bigelow

Saturday Workshop Schedule
Sahasrara
Sanctuary
Ajna Flow
Space
Vishuddha
Commons
Anahata
Yoga Space

10a – 11:30a

2p-3:30p

Chakra Balancing Flow –
Vinyasa & Meditation

Clowning

Ali Calvaruso

Stefan Spins
Located at The Playing Mantis

Intro to Contact Inprovisation

Superhero Poi

Nathan Dawley

Patrick Cahill

Fire Performance as a Professional

Advanced Speeds and Recoveries:
Long String Neck Wand

Matthew James

Alz Well

HARD-CORE MERMAID
Fantasy Abs Come True!
KaytiBunny

Manapura
Aerial Space

Aerial Silk Fundamentals

Svadhisthana
Tent

Hoop Dance Choreography

Hoop Hop

Amy Rogers

Kayla Smith

Expanding Flow: Hooping in Your
Opposite Current

What the Fork:
1 & 2 Hoop Tech

Katie Emmitt

Twisted Orbit

12p – 1:30p

4p-5:30p

Mandatory Conclave Fire Safey
Meeting

Supersonic Savasana

Muladhara
Tent

Sahasrara
Sanctuary
Ajna Flow
Space
Vishuddha
Commons
Anahata
Yoga Space

Laura Pence

Located at The Playing Mantis

Mark Dee

Hat Tricks

Contact Staff Fundamentals

Casey Acacia

Lucas Influx

Deliberate Practice &
the Myth of Talent

Intro to Parkour

Metabeard

Dayna Fisher

Conscious Entrepreneurism

Intro to Tribal Fusion Belly Dance

Meagan Ruppert

Miss Y.E.T.
Dragon Spirit Yoga

Manapura
Aerial Space

Gabrielle de Burke

Svadhisthana
Tent

Gogo Hooping WERKshop

Hoop Juggling

Glo

Cassie MacKenney

Muladhara
Tent

ARMageddon

Multiples in Motion

Benjamin Berry

Sarah Sparkles & Lars Carlson

Sunday Workshop Schedule
10a – 11:30a
Sahasrara
Sanctuary

2p-3:30p

Sunday Morning Dance Church
Located at Main Stage
3 Hoops?!

Flowers Oh My!
Intro to Hoop & Poi Flowers

Michelle Valenti

Zach Mohan

Vishuddha
Commons

VTG - Vulcan Tech Gospel

Your Sparkling Self

Noel Yee

Lia Simone

Anahata
Yoga Space

Plant Walk

Ajna Flow
Space

David Siller

Manapura
Aerial Space

Intermediate Silks

Svadhisthana
Tent

Hoop Dance Painting

Fans vs Hip Hop

Soolah Hoops

Spinnabel Lee

Laura Pence

Escalator Madness

Muladhara
Tent

Grace Good

12p – 1:30p

4p-5:30p

Meet Your Power Animal

Self Defense 101

Katy Elizabeth

Marley Robbins

The Art of Being a Woman

Alive Inside & Out
An Exploration of
Writing & Movement

Lyn Hicks

Jenny Hill

Intro to Qi Gong

The Universe Within

Sahasrara
Sanctuary
Ajna Flow
Space
Vishuddha
Commons
Anahata
Yoga Space

Carolyn LaSalle

Manapura
Aerial Space
Svadhisthana
Tent
Muladhara
Tent

Elmo Luna
Improvisation for the Soul
Julissa Hernandez

Minis Revolution

Jedi Mind Stix:
Intermediate Double Staff

Patrick Belucci

Matt Sosticky

HoopDANCE

Hooping Alchemy for Prosperity

Sarah Elizabeth

Georgia Jean

Music Schedule
Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

8p - 9:15p

9:30p - 10:30p

10:30p - 11:30p

5:40a - 6:45a
(sunrise!)

Sacred Vibration

The
Wonder Bars

The
Underwater Sounds

MAMBISA

10:15p - 11:30p

10:30 p - 11:45 p

11:45p -12:45a

10:a - 11:30a

Lina Luv
& Joseph Arnold

Phil Yeah

Brightside

Justin Aubuchon

11:45p-1a

11:45p - 1a

12:45a - 2:15a

3p - 4p

Ancient Tongue

Shisaa

SOOHAN

The
Femme-Mynistiques

1:15a - 2:30a

2:1a5 - 3:45a

4p - 5p

Teknacolor Ninja

Illexxandra

Piano Bar

3:45a - 4:45a

5p - 6p

Wink

Fernando

6p - 7p
Kaahele

8p - 9p
Nocturnal Status

9p - 11p
Living Light

11p - 12:15a
The Architech

12:15 a - 1:30 a
EZ Almighty
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We Love Our Vendors
Chef Greg Alden Steele
PHILLLY GREENS DOT COM

Featuring the Jawn: a salad like thing

